COP4331C - Group 1
September 12, 2014 Meeting Notes

Agenda:
- Discuss our “Agile with prototyping” project management plan.
- Decide on who is doing which sections of the documentation
- Discuss with our TA (the client) about the project and requirements
- Discuss specialized roles

Meeting Notes:
- Let’s use Kanban to help organize tasks: https://kanbanflow.com
- Katie/Jon -- Working on Test plan documentation
- Miguel/Jon/David -- SRS, Project documentation
- Will & Megan -- Concept of Operations documentation
- Try to finish documentation by Tuesday so we can review with a TA on Wednesday. It's due on Thursday.
- No specialized roles on the team, but cater tasks to expertise
- UML helpful web sites being posted by David
- Github repository: https://github.com/EffortlessFury/KnightsGuard
  - Everyone sign up on Github so we can join the repository

TA Notes:
- Said the proposal is good.
- Recommends we get it working on one platform first before worrying much about the second. So we will do Windows first, Android second.
- Would like us to add an online scoreboard for players to compete against each other.